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IB Geography 2019 Course website Click on the tab below Geoschooley techniques to help with answers to exam questions... Technique 1: BUG question ... Technique 2: Use OSO to describe diagrams, maps, photos, and key patterns and trends on graphs... Technique 3: Use PEEL to structure these items in extended questions of the
answer... Technique 4: Use STEEP to classify the causes and consequences of your case studies and examples... Technique 5: Plan advanced answers quickly during the exam, using the next quick technique... Technique 6: Create your own keyword bank to take the words out for extended answer questions, so you can sound like a
geographer when answering a question... Lessons 3'4: Contrasting countries in terms of population change ... Italy (HIC) and Botswana (LIC) Homework: Attempting this 10mark question is taken from Section C on paper 2 of your IB score... (use the link below to help your structure your response and access to markbands on the page too
from the curriculum) The question: Using examples, discuss the impact of natural growth, fertility rate and population ageing on the country's population structure (10 characters) Lessons 1/2: Population change and demographic transition over time... Syllabus Unit: L.O: To develop the ability to understand demographics and how it
changed over time. Чтобы узнать о двух контрастных стран с точки зрения их демографии изменения Ключевые изменения развития навыков: Идентификация (AO1) Классификация причин (AO1) Географическое объяснение и оценка (AO3) Исследование Исследования Ключевые термины: Демография Естественное
увеличение рождаемости Ожидаемая продолжительность жизни Населения Структура зависимости Коэффициенты быстрого роста Причины - SEEP Starter - Задача 1: Население Инфографика работы ... See below information about the world's population and answer the following questions about this infographic: Identify
continents that will increase in populations by 2050 (1 mark) Identify continents, which will decrease in the population by 2050 (1 sign) State one of the probable reasons for the increase in one of the continents (1mark) State one of the probable reasons for the decline on one of the continents (1mark) (source: SO WHY THIS TIME TIME
TIME IN DIFFERENT PLACES AROUND WORLD??? Allows IN'UY ABOUT this key geographical issue... Development - Research and Collection, Challenge 2: Use the resources below and complete the link to the target list to help you achieve this lesson lessons in understanding the different causes of different population rates over
time in locations around the world ... natural natural Definition - visual... (World Natural Growth Rates, 2018: Multimedia... (Source: YouTube) Articles... birth rate... Definition - visual... Total fertility rate... Multimedia... (Source: YouTube) Articles... life expectancy... Definition - visual... (click on the image to get the full version) (Life
expectancy at birth, measured by region, between 1950 and 2050 - source: Multimedia... (Source: www.youtube.com) Articles... population structure and dependency ratios... Determining the structure of the population - the ratio of definition dependency - visual... (Source: World_population_pyramid_ (2018).jpg) (Source: Multimedia...
(Source: www.youtube.com) Articles... wp-svg-icon icon link wrapi wp-svg-icon icon link wrap i Plenary - Task 3: Answer to the following three exam style questions from IB ... 1) Determine life expectancy (2 pc. 2) Explain the impact that an ageing population can have on the population structure (6 characters) Conceptual and contextual
approach to the geographical course on IB... 3. How to prepare for the IB geography exams in a way! Access below link to get a complete picture of how to prepare for the geography exams IB way ... geography_be_prepared.pdf Lessons 5'6: The Effects of The Growth of a Mega-City... Syllabus Block: L.O: Knowing the effects of the
growth of the metropolis for individuals and societies through the use of one case study of modern megacity experiencing rapid growth... Lagos, Nigeria (LIC) Key Key Development: Identification (AO1) Impact Classification (AO1) Geographic Explanation and Evaluation (AO3) Study Research Key Terms: Mega City LIC Rapid
Urbanization Of Poverty High Population Density Social Polarization Effects - Benefits/Flaws Starter - Target 1: Describe the location of Lagos, Nigeria ... Remember the skill of OSO when describing places on maps Describe something OBVIOUS about the location Describe something SPECIFIC about the location Describe something
ODD about the location (map source: Development - Challenge 2 - Assemble, Define: Use a lot of resources below on the growth of Lagos as Mega City and the effects and use the below link target sheet to help identify and classify these effects in the ADVANTAGES Effects of the growth of the mega-city - Lagos, Nigeria Resources 1: A
short documentary about the Makoko slums in Lagos and how people in the area are now impacting on the rapid growth of Lagos... Resource 2: Analysis of photography... This is a typical scene in Lagos at 8:30 a.m. on a weekday morning. What impact can this have on individuals and the city's societies? Access the link below too to read
more... Lagos Movement - Never Ending a Tale (Source: Resource 3: Articles on mega-city growth Lagos ... Read two articles and try to identify, classify and explain the impact on individuals and societies of Lagos as the city continues to grow... Article 1: 2: 4: Access to your geography IBDP tutorial ... Access to the appropriate chapter to
explore the effects of Mega City's rapid growth on individuals and societies - THERE OTHER EXAMPLES YOU CAN USE... Challenge 3: Plenary... Practice of exam questions... The question: For the local population, megacities have more advantages than disadvantages. Discuss this statement. Access the link below to support
structuring your answer to the question... 10mark Advanced Answer Questions - Support from Geoschooley... And here's an example of an item to the aforementioned question to help you... have we achieved today's goal of learning??? L.O.: To know the consequences of the growth of the metropolis for individuals and societies with the
help of one case of the modern metropolis, experiencing rapid growth... Lagos, Nigeria (LIC) Lessons 4'5: Resource Management Strategies ... What is a circular economy? 1) Design from and Pollution 2) Keep products and materials in use to regenerate the natural system the circular economy seeks to restore capital, whether financial,
industrial, human, social or natural. This ensures a higher flow of goods and services. The scheme illustrates the continuous flow of technical and biological materials through the circle of values. Lessons 1.2'3: Divergent Thinking about Population Trends and Resource Consumption... Lesson 1: Physical and human factors influencing the
distribution of the population globally L.O.: Know the physical and human factors that affect the distribution of the population on a global scale (proposed distribution of the world's population in 2050, With the size of the countries on the map representing population size - source: Key Development Skills: Identification Research Research
Classification Key Terms: Physical Factors Human Factors Population Population Population Density is unevenly distributed SEEP (Social, Environmental, Political) Reasons Starter - Target 1, Ask: Look at the map above suggesting the distribution of the world's population in 2050 - with the size of the countries on the map representing
the size of the population. Describe the distribution of the world's population by map... (This type of question is usually about 3 characters in the exam) Development - Problem 2 Gathering: So why are the world's population so unevenly distributed ...? Use the resources that follow, to complete the below sheet link: Human and Physical
Factors Target Sheet (Video 1: Source - (Video 2: Source - (Infograph 1 - Location of the World's Largest Disaster: (Infograph 2 - Location of Men and Women Worldwide: (Map 1: Mega Cities Around the World: (Map 2: Deserts of the World: (Map 3: World's Mountain Ranges: (Article 1: Population Policy in China) (Article 2: Demographic
Boom in Africa) Geoschooley Support with IB CAS Core... Local CAS in a safe environment! Geoschooley offers support for cas activities at the local In the Porto area. Contact me by If you need support... As a CAS coordinator for many years, and by integrating service learning into my geography lessons, I was able to establish strong
links with various organizations in the city and its area, ranging from service activities with animal shelters and food banks, to creative activities with fashion houses and culinary schools. Sport and physical activity can also be supported! Below are just a few of a number of organizations I can help set up CAS activities with...
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